Intimacy Handbook
Welcome.

It’s an exciting time.
It’s time to rekindle our passions, reconnect with our partners,
and rediscover intimacy.
Let’s make the most of it. We-Vibe has developed this, the
Intimacy Handbook, to offer some sensual guidance and inspiration to ease us, and tease us, back into intimacy. It’s going
to be fun.
Are you ready? Let’s get started…

Everybody expresses their sexual desire and pleasure differently.
There’s no single ‘correct’ way to explore your intimacy. Your sexual journey is
yours and yours alone, so the advice offered by this Intimacy Guidebook is for,
as the name suggests, for guidance only.
That said, we’re absolutely confident that if you try everything in the Handbook, your intimacy will be enhanced.
We’ve drawn both on ancient sources like the Kama Sutra, as well as good old
fashioned experience and contemporary sex teaching, to help you get the
most out of your We-Vibe products, and your intimacy in general.
Here, you’ll find a number of sex positions that you really need to add to your
sexual vocabulary, and sprinkled some really, genuinely useful techniques that
compliment couples best.
Try This:
Commit to trying one of these new sex suggestions per month.
At the end, we guarantee your intimacy will be enhanced. If nothing else, you’ll
have had some really good, memorable sex.
That’s our guarantee to you.
What have you got to lose?

Chorus
We-Vibe Chorus is the most intuitive couples’
vibrator ever. Chorus is designed from start to
finish with intimacy in mind, with no compromises made to that end. After all, as a sex toy worn
during sex, it very literally connects couples. And
as the passion of your encounter rises, a simple
squeeze of the remote is enough to superchange
the intensity of the sensations, leading, in the
right circumstances, to a beautiful, shared, simultaneous orgasm. It’s the unicorn of sex toys
for the unicorn of orgasms. Except, you know, it
actually definitely exists.

Shiva’s Dance
Taken straight from the dusty pages of the
Kama Sutra, Shiva’s Dance is a sensuous
entanglement of mutual intimacy. It requires
a little bit of core strength and stability from
both partners if you try this position unsupported, but there’s no better way to pull a
few muscles.
Technique:
One partner stands, or leans against a wall.
The other partner hops up, and the first
partner bares some of their weight. Through
joint effort, the second partner slides up and
down the standing partner.
Great for:
Intensity, and outdoor encounters.

The Twist
This position allows both partners to be completely comfortable, equally sharing the effort, or
lack of effort, of sexual motion. It’s a position to
be savored and shared. Take your time, think of
your favorite fantasy, and melt into the sensations.
Technique:
One partner lies with their shoulders flat and
their hips twisted 90 degrees away from their
partner, with legs apart. The other partner lies on
their side, propped up on an elbow, and supporting their partner’s leg at the ankle. Penetration
in this position comes from twisting, grinding
motion.
Great for:
G-Spot stimulation, and long, lazy sex.

Parvati’s Dance
A more experimental position is Parvati’s Dance,
which requires some body confidence, upper
body strength, and lack of inhibition. It’s a deeply erotic and highly sensual position which
encourages deep, healthy breathing, and deep,
satisfying penetration, so everyone wins. This is
not a position for quick sex, this is a position for
long, mindful sex, and when it’s done right, it’s
ecstatic.
Technique:
One partner lies prone on their back.
The second partner straddles the first, and lowers themselves down. The second partner then
leans back, supporting themselves with straight
arms, and uses their core to control their hips.
Great for:
Deep penetration, vigorous sex, dual clitoral and
G-spot stimulation, reaching orgasm.
We-Vibe Serving Suggestion:
Add the remote-controlled We-Vibe Verge for
toe-curling shared mutual pleasure.

Tango X & Touch X
Tango X & The Chevron
The newly redesigned Tango X is the go anywhere, do-anything vibe your intimacy has been
missing. It’s all about the sensations of sex, with
no complications. Pair it with the Chevron sex
position for energetic eroticism, during which
both partners can lose themselves in imagination
and fantasy as they share their physicality.
Technique:
The rear partner sits on something at knee height
or above – a chair, or the stairs, will do fine. The
front partner climbs onto the rear partner’s lap,
resting their bodyweight either on the surface
the rear partner is sitting on, or the rear partner
actively supports them. Penetration in this position comes from beneath.
Great for:
Well-endowed partners, and wild, energetic sex.
Also, the lack of eye contact allows both partners to lose themselves individually, but remain
connected.

Touch X & The Booster Seat
The gorgeous, curvy Touch X is perfect for targeting all the right places on your body, and your
partner’s. It’s the best kept secret of sex toys,
and it pairs perfectly with the Booster Seat, the
best kept secret of sex positions. Everybody
thinks they know it, but have you really tried it?
It’s an affectionate position that keeps our hands
free for other forms of simultaneous pleasure,
and that’s really the key to experiencing next-level intimacy.
Technique:
One partner sits on a solid, stable surface, and
the other backs down onto their lap, allowing for
penetration from beneath and behind. In a sense,
it’s like a more comfortable variation of doggystyle, except it puts the receiving partner in control.
Great for:
A blend of speeds and sensations, with hands
free to roam.

Melt
Melt & The Juno
Melt puts intimacy in the palm of your hand.
With Melt, you can offer highly targeted pleasure exactly where you want it, when you want
it, making it the perfect play partner for closely
connected, intimate sex. The Melt generates new
waves of pleasure with the unique Pleasure Air
Technology. Using it between your bodies in a
position like the Juno offers those fulfilling sensations to both partners simultaneously.
Technique:
One partner assumes a sitting position on a chair
or solid surface. The other partner straddles the
first’s lap, controlling Melt with a free hand. The
couple are then free to embrace passionately.
Great for:
Clitoral stimulation during sex.

Moxie
Moxie & the Wild Card
Passion doesn’t have to be in person: thanks to Moxie, intimacy can be remote too.
Moxie is a vibrator worn in the underwear, and controlled by our We-Connect app. It allows adventurous couples to go out together with a secret treat, or to enjoy sex together while apart.
It’s a new sex toy for a new era of relationships.
Great for:
A walk for two, During the occasional work around the house.

Jive
Jive & and your solo adventure
Discover your very own, your very personal
intimacy - with the Jive wearable vibrator.
You wear it in public: And nobody notices.
Because Jive can be controlled via the
We-Connect app. It might sound a bit scandalous to use a vibrator in public, but it can
be very, very fun. It’s kind of a really lowmaintenance way to do something dirty and
kinky without crossing any real scary boundaries. You just pop it in and try to keep a
straight face. Try it!

We-Connect®

Bonus
Hey, can we just talk about breathing for a second?
Breathing is the doorway to intimacy, and yet, so far, very few of us have walked through it.
We-Vibe offers you a challenge. No, a guarantee. We guarantee this simple trick can enhance your
intimacy, and the quality of your sex, over night.
Try this. The next time you’re have sex with your partner, slow things down, and synchronise your
breathing. Breathe in together, and exhale together, and use the rhythm to control your physical
motions. Make eye contact the whole time.
This simple technique, synchronised orgasmic breathing, really can change the way you think about intimacy.

